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EXTRA MESSAGE OF THE MOST CHASTE SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN
CENTER OF AURORA, TO MOTHER MARÍA SHIMANI DE MONTSERRAT

My beloved companions of the path,

Today I arrive to this sacred place, a Kingdom of the Universal Mother and Her Firstborn Son, to
bring to all the humility and simplicity that I learned during the time I was here on this Earth as
Saint Joseph, and that have followed Me ever since.

It was this humility and this simplicity that allowed Me to live holiness but, above all things,
allowed Me to let Myself be guided by God, by My Son Jesus and by My beloved wife Mary.  She
used to guide My internal steps with Her loving silence, a silence that I loved and venerated at that
time, as an example of service to God.

Today I come to tell you that to overcome this purification that you, My beloved disciples, are
beginning to live, only the path of humility and simplicity and the love of silence will lead you to
pass all the tests; tests that you will face to leave behind the old human that must no longer exist, so
that the wineskin that My Son must fill with His new codes of light can be empty and ready for
Him.

I speak to everyone, but today I want to call especially those who are confused. I ask these children
to find in the inner silence the possibility to hear the voice of the heart and in humility the
possibility to accept the guide of the instruction left by us, the Divine Messengers.

I also speak today especially to those who have always been confident because they are strong and
feel clarity in their interior.  I want you to know that everyone will live the collapse of those
structures that do not let you take steps towards full fraternity and humility that the Most High
Father designed for your destinies.

Open your hearts and thus, willingly, study My instructions, those that have been given since I
began to visit you; in them are kept many keys that must be the ones to help you in such sublime
and expected times for your souls.

Be strong and persevering and do not let yourselves be frightened by the adversary of this plan of
God, that will always want to use your skills on his behalf without you being able to perceive it.

Place yourself always below the others, live to serve your siblings without putting yourselves in the
limelight and thus the virtue that is kept in your essences, that which the Creator placed in your
beings, will be poured in and out of you in order to lead this path of effort that you must travel
towards holiness.

I will be there to guide you, to shelter you and to protect you against yourselves.  You must simply
accept Me as your companion of the path.

Today I bless this house, the cradle of the new humanity, and all of you, children of the Most High.
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May God be always in your lives.

My Chaste Heart keeps you,

Saint Joseph, humble worker of God


